5. Characterization of the
Atomic Nucleus
Summary of the respective chapter of
Introduction to Nuclear Science

Composition of a proton http://nagysandor.eu/AsimovTeka/Qarks_PhysHelp/index.html

The Building Blocks of
Atoms and Nuclei
Figure 5: Naïve representation of the
structure of a helium atom based on the
Standard Model (SM). For better visibility,
the actual dimensions of the particles, the
nucleus, and the atom are by far not in
proportion with each other. If a nucleon
(neutron or proton) were 1 cm across, then
the 4He nucleus would be 1.6 cm, but the
atom itself would have a diameter of 1 km. It
means that the atom is way undersized in the
picture compared to its nucleus. The quarks
and electrons, on the other hand, are
fundamental particles according to the SM
without any internal structure, i.e. point-like.
See the infographics on the homepage of the
course to compare the size of a nucleus to
other tings in the Universe. Download the
2014 Standard Model chart from CPEP.

Residual force
like van der
Waals force

Fundamental
force like
electromagnetic

Coulomb force vs.
nuclear force &
Coulomb barrier
Figure 17: Schematic potential curves for different
subatomic particles in the field of the nucleus. The
vertical axis is in arbitrary unit: Ek is kinetic energy,
Ep is potential energy. RN is the nuclear radius and r
is the distance from the center of the nucleus
chosen as the origin. See the text for further
explanation. Here (focusing on nuclear reactions
and α-decay) only the lower panels are explained
showing the schematic ‘view’ of the nucleus ‘seen
through the eyes’ of a neutron and a proton. The
neutron, being a neutral particle, can approach the
nucleus with as little energy as it wants. Even
thermal neutrons have no problem with getting in
close contact with the nucleus. The proton, on the
other hand, being a positive particle, has to
conquer the Coulomb barrier surrounding the
nucleus which can take an initial kinetic energy in
the order of a few MeV. On the potential energy
curve E > 0 (yellow fill) means repulsion for the
approaching particle. At infinity the potential
energy is zero for both types of nucleons, which
means neither attraction, nor repulsion.

Elevation profile (Tour de France)
How do you know which parts
are more difficult to ride?

Interacting protons 1. http://nagysandor.eu/AsimovTeka/NuclearForce_PhysHelp/index.html
2. http://www.kcvs.ca/site/projects/physics_files/nucleus/nuclear_potential.swf

How can charged
nucleon clusters leave
the nucleus?
Figure 18: An alpha particle (blue wave)
tunneling through the Coulomb barrier of a
nucleus. Note that if the kinetic energy of the
particle were higher, its wave function (red
wave) would be less dampened by the
barrier. Remember also that the probability
density of the particle is proportional to the
square of the wave amplitude and therefore
a little drop/increase in amplitude means a
lot of change in probability and therefore in
decay constant as well (see also the bottom
panel in Figure 17).
Quantum mechanical tunneling is the clue.

Alpha decay sim from PhET http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulati
on/alpha-decay

Quantum tunneling sim from PhET (not part of the course, but it is relevant to alpha decay and nuclear fission) http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/quantum-tunneling

Kinetics of α decay
depends on energetics
due to QM tunneling
Figure 19: Modern Geiger–Nuttall plot for the αdecaying nuclides of the four major decay
chains including the three naturally occurring
ones (starting from 232Th, 238U, and 235U) once
studied by the eponyms of this type of log–log
presentation. The label of the fourth series
(starting from 237Np) is in gray color to indicate
that this series has been wiped out from Earth
due to its relatively short half-life. Note that the
α half-lives sweep the range from less than a
microsecond (see the labels along the right
vertical axis) to 15 billion years (the estimated
age of our Universe), which means a scale of
~24 decimal or ~80 binary orders of magnitude.
The Q-values (~Eα), on the other hand, only drop
from 9 MeV to about 4 MeV, a range just about
a little wider than 1 binary order of magnitude
(i.e. a range covered by a factor of 2).

Qα is the energy released by the alpha decay of a single atom

Try this Flash to see what half-life means:

Exponential law of decay http://www.upscale.utoronto.ca/GeneralInterest/Harrison/Flash/Nuclear/Decay/NuclearDecay.html

Or try this Java using mean life instead of half-life as a parameter:
http://nagysandor.eu/AsimovTeka/LON/decay_law/index.html

Figure 6: Chart of Nuclides colored
according to half-life (information
extracted from the Chart of Nuclides
database, National Nuclear Data Center,
http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/chart).
Framed columns/rows indicate ‘nuclear
magic numbers‘ for N (horizontal axis)
and Z (vertical axis).

Number of protons, Z

Charts of nuclides

A chart of nuclides is actually a map
that shows different atomic species
(nuclides) as regards their nuclear
composition. The cells are sometimes
colored by half-lives like here (or by other
parameters) making it more map-like.

Number of neutrons, N
(sometimes number of nucleons, A = Z + N, is shown here)

Details of the chart
with classes of
nuclides
Figure 7: Representation of isotopes, isotones
and isobars on the (N, Z) plane (Segrè plot) most
frequently used for visualizing nuclides in
nuclide charts. The left panel shows all the
stable and primordial nuclides that are isotopic,
isotonic and isobaric with the nuclide 124Sn. The
right panel shows for comparison the
corresponding portion of the screen picture of
an electronic nuclide chart from the CD-ROM
supplied with the book Radioactivity–
Radionuclides–Radiation (Universal Nuclide
Chart, Copyright European Communities, 2005).
Black cells in this particular case indicate stable
and primordial nuclides, colored cells
radionuclides undergoing different types of
decay. (Each cell may contain different nuclear
isomers same as a single cell of the periodic
table usually represents a collection of isotopes
of the corresponding element.) The symbols (■,
▲, ●) on the left panel correspond to the black
cells of stable/primordial nuclides connected by
lines on the right panel.

Nuclei are dense too, same as neutron stars:
1 cm3 of nuclear stuff weighs about 2×109 kg!

How do we know
nuclei are so tiny?
From experiments similar to Rutherford’s.
Watch this Flash from McGraw-Hill:
Rutherford presentation http://www.mhhe.com/physsci/chemistry/e
ssentialchemistry/flash/ruther14.swf
Play with this PhET simulation:
Rutherford's experiment (nuclear atom vs.
"plum pudding" atom)http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/rut
herford-scattering
Scattering experiments also reveal details of
the charge/mass distribution in the nucleus
and its shape. To get a (false :) idea how,
watch this Flash on mechanical scattering:
http://faraday.physics.utoronto.ca/PVB/Harrison/Flash/Nuclear/Scattering/Scattering.html

We will use the homogeneous sphere approximation
expressed by the black step function ┐ below.

Distribution of charge
and mass

Homogeneous
sphere

Figure 13: The electric-charge density within
a nucleus of radius RN. The parameter dN is
called the skin thickness of the nucleus.
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Let’s focus on normal
(mN  A) nuclei
Figure 14: Schematic comparison of the size
of the halo nucleus 11Li to the ‘normal’
nucleus 208Pb. The nucleus of 11Li, being near
the neutron dripline (see also Figure 38),
consists of a compact 9Li core surrounded by
a halo consisting of two loosely bound
neutrons. Normal nuclei can be pictured as
conglomerates of nucleons/balls in close
contact with each other.

The shape of normal
nuclei
Figure 15: Classification of simple nuclei by
shape. Most nuclei fall into these three
categories, even the actual distortion is less
than indicated. If the nuclear spin is I = 0 or
1/2, the nucleus has Q = 0 for quadrupole
moment. Superdeformed nuclei (a:b ≈ 2:1)
may rotate around an axis that encloses an
angle with the symmetry axis indicated by
the blue arrow. (Note that the curved red
arrow is only to remind of the rotational
symmetry of the ellipsoids and not of actual
rotation.)
Quadrupole moment formula:
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Deformity of normal
nuclei
Figure 16: Comparison of the ellipticity ε (■)
of some Mössbauer nuclei with that of
planets. Note that the magnitude of the
distortion of nuclei is about the same as that
of the planets; however the latter are either
spherical or oblate, whereas most nuclei in
the given set of examples are prolate. For the
nuclei the quadrupole moment Q (♦) is also
presented. Note that for a given value of Q,
the actual geometrical deformation
expressed by ε is much larger for light nuclei
than for heavy ones. The reason can be easily
figured out from Eq. (46):
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In the nucleus, the spins of the protons and
the spins of the neutrons as well as their
orbital angular momenta add up (obeying
certain rules set by the shell model of the
nucleus). The resultant angular momentum
vector is called the nuclear spin, although it
also contains orbital contribution.

Nuclei can be bosons or fermions, depending
on the number of nucleons they contain.

Elementary particles

Protons and neutrons (i.e. nucleons) are
baryons, composed of 3 elementary fermions
(specific combinations of u and d quarks)
each. An odd number of fermions always add
up to a fermion (just as an even number of
them add up to bosons) for obvious reasons
(1/2±1/2±1/2 can never make an integer).
Therefore nucleons are fermions too. Spin is
a vector: it is a type of angular momentum
which is inherent ti the particle.

Forces acting Hadrons (composite)
between particles

What the heck is
nuclear spin?

Fermions

Bosons

(half spin, obey Pauly principle)

(integer spin, don’t obey Pauly principle)

Bosons are
force carriers

http://faraday.physics.utoronto.ca/PVB/Harrison/Flash/ClassMechanics/RotatingWheel/RotateWithOmega.html

What about nuclear
magnetic moments?
NMR is based on the fact that nuclei can
have a magnetic moment. Same as with
electrons, it is connected with spins. If you
have a spinning or orbiting electric charge it
is expected (on the basis of classic physics)
that it creates a magnetic moment in the
direction of the angular velocity vector
(angular momentum) or opposite to it,
depending on the charge.
The strange thing is that the neutral neutron
also has an intrinsic magnetic moment due to
its spin. It behaves as if it were a negative
particle. The proton’s magnetic moment is in
agreement with its charge.
The magnetic moments of nucleons are
about 2000 (= mp /me) times smaller than
those of the electron. So practical magnets
are always based on unpaired electrons and
not unpaired protons or neutrons.

See this article about the discovery of the spin of the electron: http://www.lorentz.leidenuniv.nl/history/spin/goudsmit.html

http://faraday.physics.utoronto.ca/PVB/Harrison/Flash/ClassMechanics/RotatingWheel/RotateWithOmega.html
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Nuclear shell model
Figure 20: Schematic representation of how
the shell model explains the unequal number
of neutrons (N) and protons (Z) for heavy
elements like lead. Due to the increase of
Coulomb potential, the levels of protons are
gradually shifted upwards relative to those of
the neutrons as the atomic number
increases. The numbers marking the wider
gaps between the levels are nuclear magic
numbers each representing the number of
neutrons/protons occupying the levels below
the respective arrow. The nuclide 208Pb
(82Pb126) happens to be doubly magic.
Like nucleons (i.e. protons and neutrons
separately) love to pair off. (Electrons are
different: see Hund’s rule.)
I give you an example of this on the next slide
in the case of protons.

Note: there are no nucleon levels per se.

Even-Z elements have
more stable isotopes
than odd-Z
Figure 21: Comparison of the number of stable/primordial
isotopes of different elements. As a rule, even-Z elements
(red graph) have significantly more such isotopes than
odd-Z ones (blue graph). The symbols of magic-Z
elements—2He, 8O, 20Ca, 28Ni, 50Sn, and 82Pb—are also
displayed. One of them—tin—has as many as ten stable
isotopes. The heaviest stable even-Z element is lead,
whose most abundant stable isotopes—208Pb (a doubly
magic nuclide), 207Pb, and 206Pb—are the last members of
the three naturally occurring decay series starting from the
primordial nuclides 232Th, 235U, and 238U, respectively.
(The frames around the symbols U and Th are to remind
that uranium and thorium—both belonging to the even-Z
group—have no stable isotope at all.) The heaviest stable
odd-Z element bismuth is represented by a single magicN isotope 209Bi, the last member of the now extinct fourth
major decay chain starting from 237Np (see Figure 51).
Two of the medium-weight odd-Z elements—technetium
Tc and promethium Pm—have only relatively short-lived
isotopes and therefore had disappeared from the Earth a
long time ago.

